
SECTION 50 - CAB CLIMATE CONTROL

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

DYNAMIC DESCRIPTION
The refrigerant circuit of the air conditioning system contains five major components: Compressor, Condenser,
Receiver/Drier, Expansion Valve, and Evaporator. These components are connected by tubes and hoses and
operate as a closed system. The air conditioning system is charged with HFC134a refrigerant.

The compressor receives the refrigerant as low pressure gas. The compressor then compresses the refrigerant
and sends it in the from of a high pressure gas to the condenser. The air flow through the condenser then removes
the heat from the refrigerant. As the heat is removed the refrigerant changes to a high pressure liquid. The high
pressure refrigerant liquid then flows from the condenser to the receiver/drier. The receiver/drier is a container filled
with moisture removing material, which removes any moisture that may have entered the air conditioning system in
order to prevent corrosion of the internal components of the air conditioning system.

The refrigerant still in a high pressure liquid form then flows from the receiver/drier to the expansion valve. The
expansion valve then causes a restriction in flow of the refrigerant to the evaporator core.

As the refrigerant flows through the evaporator core the refrigerant is heated by the air around and flowing through
the evaporator fins. The combination of increased heat and decreased pressure causes the air flow through the
evaporator finns to become very cool and the liquid refrigerant to become a low pressure gas. The cooled air then
passes from the evaporator to the cab fro the operators comfort.

The electrical circuit of the air conditioning system consists of: A Fan Speed Control, Temperature Control,
Thermostat, 20 Amp Fuse, Blower Motor, Compressor Clutch, Low Pressure Switch, High Pressure Switch, and
Indicator Light.

208L95 Figure 1

1. EXPANSION VALVE
2. EVAPORATOR
3. COMPRESSOR
4. CONDENSER
5. RECEIVER/DRIER
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SECTION 50 - CAB CLIMATE CONTROL
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

DISCHARGING AND EVACUATE AND 
RECOVERY

1. Recovered refrigerant passes through an oil
separator and filter-dryer before entering the
refrigerant tank. The moisture indicator will turn
green when the dry refrigerant passes over it.

2. If possible run the air conditioning system for ten
minutes before starting the recovery process.
Turn the system off before proceeding.
3. Clean the external surfaces of the compressor
and hoses. Remove the caps from the service
ports on the suction (1) and pressure (2) hoses.

4. With the charging station manifold gauge valves
in the closed position, connect the hoses from
the test gauges to the service ports. Connect the
hose from the low pressure gauge to the port (1)
on the suction hose. Connect the hose from the
high pressure gauge to the port (2) on the
discharge hose.

BD07B182 Figure 6
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5. Open the high and low valves.

A22114 Figure 7
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SECTION 50 - CAB CLIMATE CONTROL
6. Make certain the refrigerant tank gas and liquid
valves are open.

A22107 Figure 8
7. Connect the main power plug to a 115 volt AC
outlet. Move the main power switch to the ON
position and depress the recovery start switch.
The compressor will shut OFF automatically
when recovery is complete. Wait for 5 minutes
and observe the manifold pressure gauges for a
pressure rise. If the pressure rises above 0 PSI,
depress the hold/continue. switch then wait for
the compressor to automatically shut OFF.

A22112 Figure 9
8. Drain the oil separator of A/C system oil. Open
the air purge valve long enough to let some
compressor discharge pressure back into the
separator.

A22108 Figure 10
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SECTION 50 - CAB CLIMATE CONTROL
9. Slowly open the oil drain valve and drain the oil
into the reservoir. When the oil stops draining,
close the oil drain valve completely.

A22110 Figure 11
10. Fill the A/C compressor with fresh oil equal to the
amount in the reservoir. 

A22111 Figure 12
11. Remove the hoses from the service ports (1 and
2) and install the caps.

BD07B182 Figure 13
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SECTION 50 - CAB CLIMATE CONTROL
12. Replace the receiver-drier if one or more of the
following conditions occurs before you remove
the air and moisture from the system.

A. The system has been opened for service
before.

B. Receiver-drier has operated two or more
years.

C. Disassembly of compressor shows small
particles of moisture removing material (gold
or brown particles).

D. Large system leak (broken hose, break in
line).
E. Too much air or moisture in system.

F. Removal of compressor caused the system to
be open (uncapped) longer than 5 minutes.

13. With the charging station manifold gauge valves
in the closed position, connect the hoses from
the test gauges to the service ports (1 and 2).
Turn in both thumbscrews to depress the service
valves.

BD07B182 Figure 14
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14. Removal of air and moisture from the system is
necessary after refrigerant has been removed
from the system or after the system has been
opened for maintenance. Air enters the system
when the system is opened. Air has moisture
that must be removed to prevent damage to
system components.Air and moisture are
removed from the system by a vacuum pump. A
vacuum pump is the only equipment made to
lower the pressure enough to change the
moisture to vapor that can be removed from the
system.

NOTE: Refer to the manufacturers user manual for
additional information.
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	Electronic Instrument Cluster (EIC) Operating Instructions
	The EIC monitors and controls certain loader functions and engine parameters. When a monitored parameter limit is exceeded, the EIC issues audible and visual warnings to the operator.
	Monitored functions and parameters:
	Controlled Functions:
	Push Button Functional Description:
	Work lights and road lights - toggles the state of the lights indicated by an associated LED. Only works when the ignition key is ON.
	Parking brake - for machines with hydraulically actuated brake, this button toggles the state of the parking brake. A back light...
	55-
	Auxiliary hydraulic override - if pressed, the light next to the switch will turn on for thirty seconds. Within that period of t...
	Restraint System: The New Holland version of the EIC contain logic to ensure operator safety. The EIC continually monitors the s...
	To prevent annoying attachment flow interruption and hydraulic brake activation due to operator-induced seat switch bounce, the NH brand implements a short seat switch time delay prior to halting auxiliary flow.
	The New Holland brand logic requires that the seat belt must be unfastened prior to operation at power on. The New Holland brand also requires that the seat belt be unbuckled then buckled if the operator is out of the seat for more than two seconds.
	The EIC will power up when an operator sits in the seat. This enables viewing of fuel level and engine hours without use of the ...

	EIC Special Functions (Setup Menu):
	Special machine setup features are available via the operator push button selector area. The EIC will display the word “SETUP” as a first menu item visual “anchor” message.
	The choices available are (1) select engine type (for correct cold engine preheat profile) (2) select brake type: hydraulic, none or manual (NH only) (3) display EIC software revision level and (5) modify engine hours (coded entry required).
	Push Button Definitions:
	Any button: Any button may be depressed and held for six seconds to enter the setup mode. The seat must be unoccupied and the ignition key off during this time, but the operator may sit in the seat after the setup mode is entered.
	Parking brake: Provides for editing the values that a setup menu item (engine type, brake type, engine hours) can have. When a v...
	Road light: Used to view in succession all of the values that an item can have. When changing engine hours, this button increments a flashing digit value in a circular manner from 0 - 9.
	Work light: Used to navigate to the next menu item. When changing engine hours, this button causes the flashing emphasis to move to the next digit to the right.
	Auxiliary override: This button functions as an unconditional setup exit without save from any location in the menu. When this b...
	To Exit the Setup Menu: (1) Leave the loader. After three seconds the EIC will automatically power down, (2) place the ignition key in either the ACC or the ON position or (3) push and release the auxiliary override button.
	55-
	Special Feature Choices: (1) display/select engine type, (2) display/change brake type and (3) display/change engine hours are the only values that may be modified
	NOTE: For the following three descriptions, it is assumed that the operator has already placed the instrument cluster in the SETUP mode and is sitting in the seat. The word “SETUP” appears in the text display.


	Detailed Description of Setup Items:
	Selecting an Engine Preheat Profile: To select an engine preheat profile (item 1), press and release the work light push button ...
	Changing Brake Type: To select a brake type (item 2), press and release the work light push button two times. The word “BRAKE” w...
	NOTE: You must contact your CNH Technical Services Advisor to obtain the UNLOCK CODE before the Engine Hourmeter can be changed.

	Changing Engine Hours: To change engine hours (item 4), press and release the work light push button four times until the word “...
	55-

	TROUBLESHOOTING
	ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CLUSTER (EIC)
	55-
	55-
	55-
	55-

	ADVANCED INSTRUMENT CLUSTER (AIC) PANEL (Optional)
	1
	bD05M014
	2. ENGINE OIL PRESSURE WARNING LAMP
	3. ENGINE AIR FILTER WARNING LAMP
	4. ENGINE GRID HEATER LAMP (IF EQUIPPED)
	5. CHARGE PRESSURE WARNING LAMP
	6. HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER WARNING LAMP
	7. PARKING BRAKE INDICATOR LAMP
	8. WORK LAMP SWITCH
	9. ROAD LAMP SWITCH
	10. SYSTEM ENABLE SWITCH
	11. AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC OVERRIDE SWITCH
	12. HYDRAULIC OIL TEMPERATURE BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
	13. ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
	14. FUEL GUAGE BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
	15. TEXT DISPLAY (DISPLAYS THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS) -
	16. ENGINE HOURMETER -
	17. ENGINE RPM -
	18. ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE (DISPLAYS temperature IN DEGREES CELSIUS OR DEGREES FAHRENHEIT) -
	19. HYDRAULIC OIL TEMPERATURE (DISPLAYS temperature IN DEGREES CELSIUS OR DEGREES FAHRENHEIT)
	20. LED Indicator LAMP
	2

	bD05M014
	2. SWITCH PANEL AREA

	55-

	ADVANCED INSTRUMENT CLUSTER (AIC) PANEL (Optional) (CAB UPGRADE MACHINES ONLY)
	1
	bD07C016
	2. ENGINE OIL PRESSURE WARNING LAMP
	3. ENGINE AIR FILTER WARNING LAMP
	4. ENGINE PRE-HEATER LAMP (IF EQUIPPED)
	5. CHARGE PRESSURE WARNING LAMP
	6. HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER WARNING LAMP
	7. PARKING BRAKE INDICATOR LAMP
	8. WORK LAMP SWITCH
	9. ROAD LAMP SWITCH
	10. PARK BRAKE / SYSTEM ENABLE SWITCH
	11. AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC OVERRIDE SWITCH
	12. HYDRAULIC OIL TEMPERATURE BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
	13. ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
	14. FUEL GUAGE BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
	15. TEXT DISPLAY (DISPLAYS THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS) -
	16. ENGINE HOURMETER -
	17. ENGINE RPM -
	18. ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE (DISPLAYS temperature IN DEGREES CELSIUS OR DEGREES FAHRENHEIT) -
	19. HYDRAULIC OIL TEMPERATURE (DISPLAYS temperature IN DEGREES CELSIUS OR DEGREES FAHRENHEIT)

	55-



	Advanced Instrument Cluster (AIC) Operating Instructions
	The AIC monitors and controls certain loader functions and engine parameters. When a monitored parameter limit is exceeded, the AIC issues audible and visual warnings to the operator.
	Monitored functions and parameters description:
	The Advanced Instrument Cluster controls the power for a number of different circuits in the machine.
	Controlled Functions:
	55-
	55-
	NOTE: A fuel level display of one bar does not indicate one-eighth the fuel remains in the unit. The sensor cannot reach to the bottom of the fuel tank, so the AIC cannot give a linear display from full to empty.


	Switch Panel:
	System Enable- Pushing initially will enable hydraulic loader functions (boom and bucket) and, if the unit is equipped with hydr...
	Work lights- Pushing turns on a unit’s work lights. A green LED indicates when work lights are activated. Activating the work li...
	Road lights - Pushing turns on a unit’s road lights. A green LED indicates when road lights are activated. Activating the road l...
	55-
	Auxiliary Hydraulic Override:
	NOTE: The functions detailed above for the push buttons apply during normal operating conditions. The buttons will have different functions when used within the SETUP menu; these will be described later.


	AIC Special Functions (Setup Menu):
	The Advanced Electronic Instrument Cluster stores settings and machine information for the user to view and/or modify. By enteri...
	To Enter the Setup Menu:
	The push buttons in the switch panel of the Advanced Electronic Instrument Cluster are used to navigate through and make selections in the SETUP menu. These buttons have functions in the SETUP menu different from their normal operating functions.
	System Enable Switch:
	When at the top-level menu, pushing the System Enable button will select the top-level item currently displayed in the text window and enter into the sub-menu options.
	For sub-menu options that can be changed the System Enable button is used to save the option to memory and return to the SETUP prompt.
	Work Light Switch:
	When at the top-level menu, pushing the Work Light button will increment to the next top-level item.
	When in a sub-menu, pushing and holding this button will exit the user from the sub-menu and increment to the next top-level menu item. Any changes made in the sub-menu will not be saved if this button is used to exit and move on.
	Certain menus will prompt the user to enter an access code or allow the user to change a numerical value. Pushing the Work Light button at such a prompt will increment to the next digit.
	55-
	Road Light Switch:
	Certain menus will prompt the user to enter an access code or allow the user to change a numerical value. Pushing the Road Light button at such a prompt will increment the digit.
	Certain menus contain multiple settings or parameters a user my view or select. Push the Road Light button to cycle through these sub-menu options.
	Auxiliary Override Switch:
	Pushing and holding for about three (3) seconds at any time anywhere in the SETUP menu will exit the user completely out of SETUP and return the AIC to normal operation. The cluster and machine will behave as if an operator just sat down in the seat.
	After entering the Setup Menu the following items may be displayed:


	SETUP:
	SETUP is the first term displayed in the setup menu. This item tells the user when he/she has entered the menu and is used as a ...

	LOCK:
	The advanced instrument cluster allows the user to lock the machine so the engine cannot be started without first entering a fou...

	REVLV:
	This menu displays the software revision installed on the instrument cluster.

	FAULT:
	The fault menu allows an operator to view the accumulated history of the faulted parameters since the last time the fault histor...
	The Fault Items in Order Are:
	55-

	dIAGI:
	The input diagnostic menu allows a user to verify the function of the wiring harness and instrument cluster from the connection ...
	Input Diagnostics:
	“PUSHB” - Instrument cluster push buttons pushed.
	“KEYAC” - Ignition key transition from OFF to ACCESSORY, or back.
	“KEYON” - Ignition key transition from OFF to ON, or back.
	“EOILP” - Engine oil pressure switch.
	“CPrES” - Hydraulic charge pressure switch.
	“AIrFL” - Engine air filter switch.
	“OILFL” - Engine oil filter switch.
	“SEATb” - Seat belt switch.
	“SEATS” - Seat switch.
	“KEYST” - Ignition key transition from ON to START, or back.
	“FULST” - Fuel solenoid status.
	“00000” - Engine coolant temperature sensor resistance.
	“00000” - Hydraulic oil temperature sensor resistance.
	“00000” - Fuel level sender resistance.

	dIAGO:
	The output diagnostic menu allows a user to confirm the function of the wiring harness and instrument cluster from the cluster t...
	Output Diagnostics:
	”HYdEN” - Hydraulic enable of loader valve solenoids.
	“PHEAT” - Output to preheat relay.
	“bRAKE” - Hydraulic brake solenoid.
	“WLITE” - Output to work light relay.
	“RLITE” - Output to road light relay.
	“AUXOV” - Output of auxiliary hydraulic override to the fuel solenoid..

	UNITS:
	The units menu allows the user to choose to display temperatures in the Fahrenheit or Celsius scale. When in the units menu, pre...
	55-

	dSPLY:
	The display menu allows the user to select the parameter shown in the text display during normal operation. When in the display ...
	Parameter to Display During Normal Operation:
	“ENHRS” - Engine hours.
	“ENRPM” - Engine RPMs.
	“COOLT” - Engine coolant temperature.
	“HOILT” - Hydraulic oil temperature.
	“CYCLE” - Cycles continuously through all four of the above options.

	JTIMR:
	The job timer menu allows a user to view and clear a timer independent of the engine hour timer. When entering the job timer men...
	55-
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